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We demonstrate identification of position, material, orientation, and shape of objects imaged by
a 85Rb atomicmagnetometer performing electromagnetic induction imaging supported bymachine learning.
Machine learning maximizes the information extracted from the images created by the magnetometer,
demonstrating the use of hidden data. Localization 2.6 times better than the spatial resolution of the imaging
system and successful classification up to 97% are obtained. This circumvents the need of solving
the inverse problem and demonstrates the extension of machine learning to diffusive systems, such as
low-frequency electrodynamics in media. Automated collection of task-relevant information from quantum-
based electromagnetic imaging will have a relevant impact from biomedicine to security.
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Electromagnetic induction imaging (EMI), or magnetic
induction tomography (MIT), with atomic magnetometers
(AMs) was recently demonstrated for mapping the electric
conductivityofobjects and imagingofmetallic samples [1–4].
EMI and its classical counterpart with conventional

magnetic field sensors [5] rely on the detection of the ac
magnetic field generated by eddy currents excited in media.
This poses severe problems for image reconstruction, par-
ticularly in cluttered contexts or with low-conductivity
specimens. The inherently diffusive and nonlinear nature
of low-frequency electrodynamics in media makes conven-
tional ray-optics analysis impossible. Consequently, back-
projection approaches [6] are of limited use. Furthermore, the
solution of the inverse problem for low-frequency electro-
magnetics is ill posed, undetermined, and computationally
challenging [7]. Ultimately, these limitations reduce the
attainable information from EMI and its spatial resolution.
In this Letter, we propose and demonstrate machine

learning (ML) [8] as a method for enhancing the EMI
capabilities and circumventing the problem of image
reconstruction and interpretation. ML has thus far been
applied in a wealth of fields [9–17]. ML-aided security
screening in the X band [18,19] and biomedical imaging
have been widely demonstrated [20,21], as well as image
reconstruction through scattering media in the optical band
[22,23]. All these applications to well-established imaging
technologies are underpinned by linear systems, with raylike
propagation.
Here we present proof-of-concept demonstrations of EMI

by an AM with metallic and nonmetallic samples. Their
localization and material, orientation, and shape classifica-
tion from low-resolution images is aided by ML. AM-EMI
supported by ML maximizes the information obtained from
the images and provides relevant data for specific tasks,
without requiring the inverse problem. This improves or

enables identification of critical features, such as structural
defects in nondestructive evaluation [1,3], concealed threats
in screening applications [4], or conductivity anomalies in
biological tissues [24]. New perspectives open up for high-
performance imaging based onEMI, in particular, withAMs,
with a relevant impact on science and society.
In our setup, imaging relies on the position-resolved

detection of the secondary magnetic field produced by eddy
currents induced in the sample of interest by an ac magnetic
field (Brf ), oscillating at νrf ¼ 200 kHz with amplitude
1.9 × 10−8 T. This primary field is produced by a pair of
180 mm diameter Helmholtz coils. The imaged object’s
response is detected by a 85Rb radio-frequency optically
pumped AM, coherently driven by the same field (Brf ), and
described in [1,4]. We recall that a σþ-polarized beam
resonant with the F ¼ 3 → F0 ¼ 4 transition of the 85Rb D2

line aligns the atomic spins via optical pumping. Brf excites
a time-varying transverse component of the atomic polari-
zation, which is perturbed by the secondary field produced
by the objects of interest. The effects of this are imprinted in
the polarization plane rotation of a π-polarized laser probe
(Faraday rotation), detuned by þ420 MHz. Further details
can be found in the Supplemental Material [25].
Samples aremovedwith respect to theAMby a computer-

controlled XY stage in the (x, y) plane [Figs. 1(a)–1(b)],
30mmabove theAMand enclosed by the rfHelmholtz coils.
Four images per scan are obtained by simultaneously
measuring the in-phase (X) and quadrature (Y) components
of the AM output, as well as its amplitude (R) and phase-lag
(Φ). Active environmental and stray fields control [4] ensure
continuous and consistent operation for more than 240
consecutive hours in an unshielded environment, without
requiring any human intervention. To maintain consistency
over long measurement time scales, the AM sensitivity is
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purposely decreased to 3.3 × 10−11 T=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

[25], but
it is stable throughout the measurement campaigns
[Figs. 1(c)–1(f)].
Each image is an 11 × 11 (22 × 22) matrix, where each

point corresponds to an 8 mm (4 mm) step of the XY stage.
The center position of the sample is randomly distributed
within the interval ½0; 30� × ½0; 30� mm2, with a resolution
of 10−3 mm. The large rf coils and the long XY stage step
severely reduced the images’ resolution and contrast (see also
[25]), beyond the point where the samples and their details
can be directly identified from the images. As an example,
we present images of an Al rectangle obtained at 200 kHz
with 8 mm scan step size in Figs. 1(g)–1(j). We show that
ML compensates for such degradation, shifting the burden of
image recognition from the observer to the computer and
from the imaging phase to the training process.
We have tested the following combined tasks: (i) classi-

fication of four materials and localization, (ii) classification
of four orientations and localization, and (iii) classification
of four shapes and localization. In each case, 255 sets of
images of a same class (e.g., same material) were collected,
with random position. Each set comprises four images,
namely, X, Y, R, and Φ. In total, 4080 data files per task
were available for training. Sets of 160 blind data files were
acquired to test more realistic conditions: the blind images
were acquired in different measurement runs, without any
direct correlation to the training data sets. Details of these
images were hidden during ML analysis.

ML algorithms were tested, tuned, and validated using
random splits of the images, grouped into disjoint testing and
training subsets (cross validation) [31,32]. The latter had an
arbitrarily chosen size of N. The optimum parameters were
then applied to the corresponding blind data sets. Deviations
from the ground truth (i.e., the set of nominally true values)
were measured with the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of
the distance between the predicted position and the ground
truth positions for localization. Failure rate (ε) was introduced
for classifications [25]. RMSEand εwere then investigated as
a function of the number of training images N. Results were
compared to baseline and ceiling performance. Baseline
performance is the error obtained with the best blind guess.
For localization, this corresponds to RMSEl ¼ 12.38 mm,
for classifications to εl ¼ 75%. The ceiling performance is
the minimum error achievable given the characteristics of
data and their variability. For localization, this corresponds to
half the XY stage step (RMSEh ¼ 4 mm, unless otherwise
stated), for classifications, to εh ¼ 0%. The corresponding
95% confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated via bootstrap
resampling with replacement of the blind data, to avoid the
assumption that errors were normally distributed [33].
Among the available data sets, we found the fR;Φg

combination to be the most effective in the explored tasks
[25]. It is therefore presented as the primary combination
in the following analysis. Linear regressors (LRs), nearest
neighbors, random forest, neural networks, and support
vector machine (SVM) [34] algorithms were tested. Linear
regression was found to uniformly perform better for the

FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of the experimental apparatus; PBS indicates a polarizing beam splitter. (b) Details of the imaging technique.
Samples are moved by an XY stage in the plane marked by dotted arrows. Brf is the rf field driving the AM and inducing eddy currents
(in white). The EMI secondary field is drawn in red. (c)–(f) Frequency response of the rf AM, in operational conditions, at
ν0 ¼ 200 kHz: in-phase (X, filled circles) and quadrature (Y, empty squares) components. Traces were acquired in the same conditions
every 24 h. (g)–(j) Examples of low-resolution EMI images used for this work: Al rectangle (50 × 25 × 3 mm3, σ ¼ 3.77 × 107 S=m),
obtained with 8 mm scan step size at 200 kHz. (g) Amplitude (R) image at 0° orientation. (h) Corresponding phase (Φ) image. (i) R
image at þ45° orientation. (j) Corresponding Φ image. Raw data displayed, with the same color scale for R and Φ. A thin dashed line
marks the orientation of the rectangle main axis.
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localization tasks. Radial basis function (RBF) kernel
SVM was the best performing for the classification tasks
[25]. RBF SVM parameters, namely, margin softness and
Gaussian width, were tuned by cross validation [35] within
the training data.
For material classification and localization, four squares

of equal size, made of copper, aluminium, Ti90=Al6=V4
alloy, and graphite, respectively, were tested. Their con-
ductivities vary between 5.98 × 107 and 7.30 × 104 S=m,
making the graphite the lowest conductivity and the first
nonmetallic sample to be imaged with EMI performed by
an AM [1,3,4,36].
Cross validation of localization with LR performed better

than baseline performance beyond only N ¼ 8 training
images: RMSE ¼ 9.7 mm with CI ¼ ½7.2; 12.3� mm. The
ceiling performance was achieved with N ¼ 64 training
images. A final RMSE ¼ 3.1 mm with CI ¼ ½3.0; 3.2� mm
was obtainedwithN ¼ 2048.We underline that this residual
error is 2.6 times smaller than theXY step size: this constraint
is surpassed by ML.
Material classification with RBF SVM produced an error

ε ¼ 2% with N ¼ 2048 training images and of only 12%
with N ¼ 8 [25]. This result is aided by the different EMI
signals of the four materials: the amplitude and the phase lag
of the secondary field are proportional to the specimen’s
conductivity [5]. The difference in the EMI images demon-
strates the capability of our systemof discriminating different
materials. However, it also makes material identification—
even in nonoptimumconditions—potentially achievable by a
human operator (see also [25]).
We therefore focus on more challenging tasks in the

following. In these cases, a blind data set is also collected at a
later stage and tested with the ML algorithms tuned during
training.
Task (ii) comprises varying position and orientation. In

this case, Al rectangles with aspect ratio 2∶1were aligned in
four different orientations, namely f−45°; 0°;þ45°;þ90°g
with respect the system’s quantization axis (ŷ). Two rec-
tangles were tested, sample A (50 × 25 × 3 mm3) and
sample B (40 × 20 × 3 mm3). For A, the XY stage step size
was maintained at 8 mm. For B, two settings at 8 and 4 mm
were used. Figure 2 shows the results in terms of classi-
fication errors ε.
Cross validation was successfully applied in each case.

A consistent improvement in performance is observed for
increases in training samples and reduction in step size.
Sample A error rapidly converges toward ε ≤ 20% and
reaches ε ¼ 4% with N ¼ 512. This performance is
obtained also with a N ¼ 40 blind data set, where we
have obtained a residual ε ¼ 20%, with CI ¼ ½8%; 32%�.
We note that such a task, even in the most favorable case of
sample A, would be virtually impossible for a human
observer [see Figs. 1(g)–1(j)].
A similar behavior for cross validation is observed also

in the worst case of sample B at 8 mm step size: ε < εl ¼
75% with N ¼ 8 training images. However, overall weaker

performance of sample B is observed. This is related to the
size of the test object: sample B is 1.56 times smaller than
sample A. Consequently, the level of EMI signals obtained
is lower, thus reducing the images’ contrast. Statistical
fluctuations explain the larger CI of the blind B data set
with 4 mm steps: this set has onlyN ¼ 20 acquisition. Such
small random variations in blind data sets were identified
by the ML algorithms only. Nevertheless, classification via
ML is not hampered: the blind results for both samples are
well below the random choice level. Furthermore, results
are improved by reducing the XY step size. The scan
density impact is highlighted in Fig. 2: the 2 times shorter
step produces a reduction between 50% and 25% of ε.
Interestingly, the different orientations and the different ε

do not affect the localization prediction (as shown in
Fig. 3). Even when the blind classification is challenged,
as in the case of sample B, the localization RMSE becomes
smaller than the ceiling performance with only N ¼ 256
(8 mm data set). The trend is confirmed by the analysis
of the 4 mm step size data set with sample B (RMSEl ¼
2 mm, in this case). A RMSE ¼ 4 mm is obtained with
N ¼ 512, and—as a further confirmation of statistical
fluctuations in blind images—the blind data set performed
better than the cross-validation sets (RMSE ¼ 2.6 mm,
CI ¼ ½1.9; 3.2� mm).
For the last task, four shapes of Al, 3mm thick, were used:

a 50mmsquare, a 50mmdisk, a 50 × 25 mm2 rectangle, and
an isosceles triangle, base 50 mm and height 50 mm.
Localization performs very well, aligned with previous

results, confirming its substantial independence from other
degrees of freedom. We obtained RMSE ¼ 4.8 mm, CI ¼
½4.6; 5.0� mmwithN ¼ 512. TheN ¼ 40 blind data set gave
a consistent RMSE ¼ 4.5 mm, CI ¼ ½3.6; 5.4� mm [25].
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FIG. 2. Orientation ε versusN: (green squares) sample A, 8 mm
step; (blue upward triangles) sample B, 8 mm step; (orange disks)
sample B, 4 mm step. Isolated markers are the blind data set
results. The shaded area marks the 95% CI of the mean cross-
validated performance. The error bars for the blinded results
indicate the 95% CIs of system performance given the limited
amount of blinded data. The dashed line marks the baseline
performance (εl ¼ 75%). The thick horizontal line marks the
ceiling performance (εh ¼ 0%).
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Shape classification results are shown in Fig. 4.
Classification outperforms chance with onlyN ¼ 8 images.
The best performance, ε ¼ 3%, CI ¼ ½2%; 4%� is obtained
withN ¼ 512. Consistent performance is observed with the
N ¼ 40 blind data set: ε ¼ 22%, CI ¼ ½9%; 35%�.
Virtually no incorrect attributions were observed

between the square and the disk, whereas around 6%,
symmetric confusion was observed between the rectangle
and the triangle (Table I). This is attributed to the equal
surface (1250 mm2) of the two samples. Given that the rf

Helmholtz coils’ diameter is about three times larger than
the samples’ cross section, eddy currents are excited within
their entire surface. With the four samples having the
same thickness, the surface area becomes relevant for
discrimination.
In light of this, we note that shape classification is

successful even with same areas. This clearly shows that the
ML is capable of implicitly using and integrating all the
information, including those hidden in the samples’ area
and in other parameters, when areas are not effective, to
improve the classification.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that EMI with AMs

provides information for identifying position, material,
orientation, and shape of test samples, thanks to ML
support. ML was applied for the first time to diffusive,
non-ray-optics images produced by a 85Rb rf AM operating
in EMI modality. This demonstrates the suitability of ML
for diffusive and complex physical systems. Localization
better than the smallest pixel of the image was demon-
strated. Classification by ML allowed the identification of
low-conductivity materials such as graphite, imaged for the
first time with an AM. ML has also revealed the use of
hidden information, such as the deduced area of the
samples, without any specific input. Based on the present
results, no evidence preventing scaling to larger number of
classes was found, provided that the chosen imaging
resolution matches the scale of the relevant features.
Our findings demonstrate that the conventional approach

for EMI=MIT image reconstruction (the electromagnetic
inverse problem) can be efficiently circumvented by ML,
with relevant impact on computational burden. This opens up
new perspectives for EMI=MITwith atomicmagnetometers.
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FIG. 4. Shape classification ε versus N. The isolated mark is the
blind data set result. The shaded area marks the 95% confidence
interval of the mean cross-validated performance. The error bars
for the blinded results indicate the 95% CIs of system perfor-
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marks the baseline performance (εl ¼ 75%). The thick horizontal
line marks the ceiling performance (εh ¼ 0%).
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